CMW Fellowship Program Director Minna Choi leads a conversation with IMPS participants (2011)
An IMPS participant takes notes during a session (2011)
IMPS participants, including CMW staff and students along with participants from Boston, New Haven, New York, and Los Angeles, discuss program evaluation (2011)
Ann Gregg, Carnegie Hall's Director of Education, shares her work during an Institute for Musicianship and Public Service (2011)
CMW students and Fellows participate in a discussion about music and society with IMPS participants during CMW’s weekly teen group meeting (2010)
Alumni of the Sphinx Organization rehearse Mozart with teenage CMW students during an Institute for Musicianship and Public Service (2009)
Betsey Biggs (standing), a Fellow at Brown University's Cogut Center for the Humanities, supervises students in CMW's Media Lab with assistance from two Brown students (2010)
CMW founder Sebastian Ruth leads a breakout session for Abreu Fellows from the New England Conservatory during an Institute for Musicianship and Public Service (2011)
A quartet of CMW resident musicians performs a new work by a Brown University student composer at Brown's Grant Recital Hall (2010)
2nd year Fellow Jason Amos presents his idea for a community-based music program in Detroit during an Institute for Musicianship and Public Service (2010)
1st year Fellow Adrienne Taylor prepares a student for a Performance Party (2009)
2nd year Fellow Jason Amos prepares with two of his students before one of CMW's Musical Workshops (2009)
2nd year Fellow Aaron McFarlane leads an ensemble of CMW students at a Performance Party (2011)